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Abstract. Our work addresses the automatic detection of paraphrastic
reformulation in French spoken corpora. The proposed approach is syn-
tagmatic. It is based on specific markers and the specificities of the spo-
ken language. Manual multi-dimensional annotation performed by two
annotators provides fine-grained reference data. An automatic method is
proposed in order to decide whether sentences contain or not paraphras-
tic relations. The obtained results show up to 66.4% precision. Analysis
of the manual annotations indicates that few paraphrastic segments show
morphological modifications (inflection, derivation or compounding) and
that the syntactic equivalence between the segments is seldom respected,
as these usually belong to different syntactic categories.
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1 Introduction
The acquisition of paraphrases is an important research topic in the NLP area,
as the paraphrase plays several intra and inter-speaker functions in language:
– it guarantees the natural character and the beauty of language, as it avoids
repetitions and redundancies for instance;
– it helps the understanding and communication [1, 2], as it is widely used for
the interpretation of religious, philosophical and literary texts;
– in language learning, in indicates the capacity to master the language;
– but it can also prevent the clarity of the communication [3], such as happens
in the specialized fields with the technical paraphrases that cannot be easily
understood by laymen.
In any case, the speakers must share common knowledge and background to
be able to detect and understand the paraphrases, and to appreciate them.
For NLP applications, the paraphrase remains a real challenge for the same
reasons: it involves a great variety of linguistic and referential mechanisms in
both detection and production of paraphrases. Several NLP applications are
concerned with the use of paraphrases:
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– for information retrieval and extraction, the paraphrases allow accessing
more complete and exhaustive information in documents despite the sur-
face dissimilarity of the linguistic expressions;
– for question-answering and language generation systems, the paraphrases
allow producing less redundant sentences that show more natural character;
– for textual entailment, the paraphrases allow making inferences on the se-
mantic relations between two statements despite the formal and lexical dif-
ference of these statements;
– for semantic interoperability between terminologies, ontologies and textual
documents, the paraphrases allow creating links between terms from different
semantic resources processed and also between these semantic resources and
information contained in documents.
For these different applications, the discovery and acquisition of paraphrases
play very important role.
In what follows, we present work on paraphrase (section 1.1) and on para-
phrastic reformulation (section 1.2) in linguistics and in NLP (section 1.3). We
then specify our objectives (section 1.4).
1.1 Linguistic description of paraphrases
The paraphrase can be described from different points of view. For instance, it
can refer to the utterance situation [4–6] and receive contextual values, such as in
two year ago and in 2012. It is then opposed to the linguistic paraphrase, that in-
volves linguistic transformations. Several typologies of linguistic transformations
are proposed [7, 8, 2, 9] (the paraphrased elements are underlined):
– morphological paraphrase involves morphological processes (i.e., inflection,
affixation and compounding), such as in We need an improvement of recy-
cling system and We need an improved recycling system;
– lexical paraphrase involves changes at the lexical level with synonyms, hy-
peronyms, antonyms, etc., such as in There’s a risk of receiving a severe
wound and There’s a possibility of receiving serious injure;
– semantic paraphrase often covers segments larger than words, such as in
Emma burst into tears and Emma cried;
– syntactic paraphrase reorganizes sentences with the shifting of components
or diathesis, such as in The riddle is solved by him and He solved the riddle,
or Bill sold a car to Tom and Bill sold Tom a car;
– mixed paraphrase may involve various combination of these modifications.
Paraphrase can also be described according to the size of linguistic units involved
[10, 11, 2], that distinguishes lexical, sub-phrastic and sentence paraphrases.
The existing classifications of paraphrase are often oriented on one dimen-
sion, described with more or less detail (e.g. up to 67 lexical functions [7] or 25
categories [9]). As far as we know, the only multidimensional classification con-
siders five dimensions [12]: type of the knowledge required for the production of
paraphrases; involved meaning modifications; types of linguistic modifications,
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which is close to the classifications above; accuracy of the paraphrastic relation;
and mode of production. Besides, paraphrase may also cover two additional di-
mensions: register of language (e.g. specialized vs. non-specialized, spoken vs.
literary [13]); and language (equivalences that correspond to translations [6,
12]). Our acceptance of paraphrase is large but reserved to one language only.
Hence, we consider that paraphrase can also be used for description, precision
or explanation of ideas previously expressed by a speaker.
1.2 Paraphrastic reformulation
Reformulations occur in formal language and in spoken language, although they
show differences [10, 14]. Thus, in oral speech we can observe the elaboration of
ideas, that often contains hesitations, false starts, repetitions [15], while in writ-
ten documents, we find rather its final result [16]. It is usually considered that
reformulation is the activity of speakers built on their own linguistic production
or on the one of their interlocutor, with or without specific markers. The objec-
tive is then to modify some aspects (lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic) but
to keep the semantic content constant [17, 18]. Not every reformulation corre-
sponds to paraphrase, and two categories of markers can be thus distinguished
(we give examples in French): markers of non-paraphrastic reformulation (e.g.
en somme, en tout cas, de toute fac¸on, enfin, etc.) and markers of paraphrastic
reformulation (called MPRs), like c’est-a`-dire, je m’explique, c¸a veut dire, en
d’autres termes [19]. With the paraphrastic reformulation, we can distinguish
source and target (or paraphrased) entities, usually linked by an MPR. The
following criteria are typically used for the distinction of paraphrastic reformu-
lations [19]:
– three phonetic criteria: the repetition of the intonation contour of the sen-
tence; the decrease of the output speed; and a very clear articulation of last
syllables at the end of the paraphrase;
– syntactic parallelism of the source and paraphrased entities;
– occurrence of the MPRs, although it is possible to find paraphrases without
markers. Among the MPRs, the authors distinguish markers which main
task is to establish paraphrastic relations (e.g. c’est-a`-dire), markers that
can establish this relation, and markers that seldom play this role.
The MPRs provide formal mark-up of paraphrastic relations. Notice that the
semantic properties of the MPRs allow creating the paraphrase relation among
entities that show no semantic equivalence or similarity otherwise [19].
1.3 Natural Language Processing
The two recent literature reviews of methods proposed for the automatic detec-
tion of paraphrases [20, 21] state about the increasing importance of this topic
for the NLP research. The methods used usually depend on the type of material
that is exploited. Often, these methods are based on the paradigmatic properties
of linguistic entities and on their capacity to be replaced by each other:
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1. Monolingual corpora. In monolingual corpora, the string edition similarity
[22] and distributional methods are mainly used. In this last case, the linguis-
tic entities (words, phrases, etc) have to share similar vectors to be considered
as good candidates for the paraphrase [23, 24];
2. Monolingual parallel corpora. When a given text is translated more than
once in another language, these translations allow building the monolingual
parallel corpus. One of the most used is built with the English translations
of 20,000 lieux sous la mer by Jules Verne. Exploitation of such corpora
becomes possible thanks to the methods for word alignment. Various ap-
proached are proposed for processing this kind of corpora [25–27];
3. Monolingual comparable corpora. Monolingual comparable corpora contain
texts on the same event but created independently, like media articles on
a given political or social event. The thematic consistency of such texts,
the distributional methods and the alignment of comparable sentences allow
inducing paraphrastic relations between linguistic entities [28, 29];
4. Bilingual parallel corpora. Bilingual parallel corpora, that typically contain
translations of a given text in another language, can also be used for the
acquisition of paraphrases. In this case, different translations of a given lin-
guistic entity can provide paraphrases [30–33].
1.4 Objectives
Our objective is to work on the detection of paraphrastic reformulations. The
originality of our work is related to the following points: (1) The work is done on
spoken corpora, that have been very little exploited up to now for the detection of
paraphrases [2]; (2) The method for the detection of paraphrastic reformulations
is syntagmatic, but not paradigmatic, that is usually dedicated to monolingual
corpora [20]; (3) Manual multidimensional annotation of paraphrases is done and
provides the reference data; (4) Method for the automatic distinction between
paraphrastic and non-paraphrastic reformulations is proposed and tested.
In the following of the paper, we describe the data exploited (section 2) and
the method proposed (section 3). We then present and discuss the results (section
4), and outline the directions for future work (section 5).
2 Linguistic data
2.1 Corpora
We use the ESLO (Enqueˆtes SocioLinguistiques a` Orle´ans) corpora [34]: ESLO1
and ESLO2. ESLO1, the first sociolinguistic survey in Orle´ans, France, has been
done between 1968 and 1971 by the French department staff from the Essex
University, UK in collaboration with the B.E.L.C. (Bureau pour l’e´tude de
l’enseignement de la langue et de la civilisation franc¸aises de Paris) lab. The
corpus contains 300 hours of speech, with over 4,500,000 occurrences. The build-
ing of the corpus ESLO2 started in 2008. The objective is to collect over 350
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hours of speech with 10 M occurrences. The two corpora are available online1.
The transcriptions apply two principles: use of the standard spelling and non-use
of the written language punctuation. The segmentation is done on breath groups
detected by the transcribers and on turns of speech detectable with the shift of
speakers. We use 260 interviews from ESLO1 (2,349,829 occurrences) and 308
interviews from ESLO2 (1,412,891 occurrences).
2.2 Markers of paraphrastic reformulation (MPR)
We exploit three MPRs: c’est-a`-dire, je veux dire and disons. These MPRs can
be translated as in other words, that is to say and let’s say respectively. Their
common feature is that they are coined on the verb dire (to say). c’est-a`-dire is
the most lexicalized and the most studied [35, 36]: (1) it is used in monologues
and dialogues, both spoken and written; (2) the linguistic entities in relation
of paraphrase cannot be interchanged because they are not semantically equal;
(3) c’est-a`-dire can shift for instance with autrement dit and en d’autres termes;
(4) it creates paraphrase relation between entities without semantic equivalence;
(5) in addition to the three prototypical functions (correction, reformulation
and argumentation) it can also mark conclusion, justification and hesitation.
Concerning disons, its known characteristics are [37]: (1) it is semantically close
to je veux dire; (2) disons and eh bien present analogy because they mark the
break between two utterances; (3) disons and enfin present analogy in correction
contexts. It is impossible to remove disons because the target entity conveys
different semantics [38]. Finally, je veux dire is known to have several meanings
and can be replaced by autrement dit, c’est-a`-dire [39]. The markers studied
can have several functions. We use them for their paraphrastic reformulation
function.
3 Methodology for the detection of paraphrases
Utterances that contain one of the MPRs studied are extracted from the corpora
and pre-processed (section 3.1). The method relies on manual (section 3.2) and
automatic (section 3.3) processing of corpora. The analysis and evaluation of the
results is done (section 3.4).
3.1 Pre-processing of corpora
In order to rebuild the utterances, the transcription files are segmented in turns
of speech: new utterance begins with the shift of speakers. In case of speaker
overlapping, the overlapped segments are associated with all the involved speak-
ers. The corpora are then POS-tagged and analysed with the SEM chunker [40]
adapted to spoken language. SEM detects minimal chunks.
1 http://eslo.tge-adonis.fr/
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3.2 Manual annotation of paraphrastic reformulations
The manual annotation allows first distinguishing between paraphrastic and non-
paraphrastic reformulations. For paraphrastic reformulations, the annotation is
finer-grained. It applies to the source and target entities related by the MPRs,
and to the paraphrastic relation. The annotation is done along several dimen-
sions, some of which are inspired by the existing classifications (section 1):
1. Syntactic tag: each entity is annotated with its POS-tag (e.g. N, A, V, Prep)
or syntactic constituent (e.g. NP, VP, AP, PP). Size of entities is defined
according to the semantics of the paraphrase, but not on the basis of chunks;
2. Each relation is annotated with:
– rel-lex: type of lexical relation among the two paraphrased entities (e.g.
hyperonym, synonym, antonym, instance, meronym);
– modif-lex: type of lexical modification (e.g. remplacement, deletion, in-
sertion);
– modif-morph: type of morphological modification (i.e. inflection, deriva-
tion or compounding);
– modif-synt: type of syntactic modification (e.g. active/passive);
– rel-pragm: type of pragmatic relation, linked to the function of para-
phrase and reformulation, inspired by the existing typologies [17, 18].
We distinguish: definition, explanation, exemplification, precision, de-
nomination, result, linguistic or referential correction, and equivalence.
Annotation examples can be found in (1) and (2): annotation is in gray, the file
reference between brackets. We can see for instance that entities {Saint Jean
de la Ruelle, Orle´ans} in (1) and {de´mocratiser l’enseignement (democratize the
education), permettre a` tout le monde de rentrer en faculte´ (allow everybody to
enter the university)} in (2) have the paraphrase relation.
(1) pendant nous avons fait gre`ve a` la Re´gie Renault euh de <NP1>Saint Jean
de la Ruelle</NP1> <MPR>c’est-a`-dire</MPR> <NP2 rel-lex=”mer (Saint
Jean de la Ruelle/Orle´ans)” rel-pragm=”cor-ref”>Orle´ans</NP2> parce que
c’est c¸a fait partie d’Orle´ans [ESLO1 ENT 149 C]
(2) <VP1>de´mocratiser l’enseignement</VP1> <MPR>c’est-a`-dire </MPR>
<VP2 rel-lex=”syn(de´mocratiser/permettre a` tout le monde) syn(enseignement/
faculte´)” modif-lex=”ajout(rentrer a`)” rel-pragm=”explic”> permettre a` tout
le monde de rentrer en faculte´</VP2> [ESLO1 ENT 121 C]
3.3 Automatic detection of paraphrastic reformulations
The main objective is to decide whether a given occurrence of MPR creates the
paraphrastic reformulation relation or not. Several filters are applied for this:
– if the MPR is at the beginning or end of utterance, the context is not suffi-
cient to create paraphrastic relation;
– if the MPR is found in specific lexical contexts, such as occurrence of nous
with disons (we say), we consider that such contexts are not paraphrastic;
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– if the MPR occurs with other repeated discursive markers (donc, enfin, quoi),
hesitation euh, interjections (ben hm ouais), primes (s-), etc., we consider
that the MPR is part of oral disfluencies [15] and is not paraphrastic;
– if the MPR occurs within expression or phrase, like inde´pendamment de
(independently of) in example (3), we consider that the context is not para-
phrastic. This test is done with the syntactically chunked output. In order
to verify whether the expression or phrase exist, we query an online search
engine and analyse the frequencies attensted on the web. We assume that
the web frequencies provide with information that is more exhaustive than
frequencies found in reference corpora. Each segment is tested in three ways:
with one, two or three chunks on the right and on the left of the MPR,
excepting the disfluence markers. Size of the tested segments is empirically
set to seven words at most. Then, we compute the average frequency for
the three kinds of segments (one, two or three chunks on the right and on
the left of the MPR). The average frequency of the segments must not be
lower than the threshold tested, that is between 10 and 6,000. If the average
frequency is higher than the threshold, the test indicates that the expression
or phrase exist in the language and that the MPR represents the disfluency.
3.4 Analysis and evaluation
The annotation protocol has been fixed on a subset of ESLO1, while the evalua-
tion is done on the remaining ESLO1 subset and on the interviews from ESLO2.
Two kinds of evaluation are performed: (1) manual annotation is checked for the
inter-annotator agreement at the level of the paraphrastic relation. With two
sets of annotations, we apply the Cohen kappa [41] measure; (2) precision of
automatic detection of the paraphrastic relation is evaluated against the man-
ual annotation. The analysis of results addresses the frequency of relations and
their attributes. We are particularly interested in the existence of paraphrastic
relations, in the syntactic equivalence between the entities and the existence of
morphological modifications (inflection, derivation or compounding), that can
give formal indications on the paraphrase.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Building and pre-processing of corpora
In Table 1, we indicate the size of corpora in number of words, the number and
average size of turns of speech, the number of utterances with the MPRs studied,
and the size of these utterances. the average size of turns of speech is between
14 and 19 words, with many minimal utterances (one or two words). c’est-a`-dire
is the most frequent, as it provides over half of utterances. disons is particularly
frequent in ESLO1, but the less frequent in ESLO2. The difference may be due
to the diachronic evolution, as other words may have taken the corresponding
discursive function. Concerning the average size of utterances with MPRs, it
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Table 1. Description of corpora: size, number and average size of turns of speech,
number of utterances with three MPRs studied, size of utterances with the MPRs.
ESLO1 ESLO2
number of transcription files 260 308
size of corpora (occ of words) 2,349,829 1,412,891
average size of transcription files 9,037,80 4,587,31
number of turns of speech 166,602 70,707
average size of turns of speech 14.10 19.98
c’est-a`-dire 1,849 594
je veux dire 285 291
disons 1,068 183
total number of utterances with MPRs 3,202 1,068
size of utterances with MPRs (minimal) 1 1
size of utterances with MPRs (maximal) 6,382 1,050
size of utterances with MPRs (average) 62.88 86.34
Table 2. Jugment on the paraphrastic relation for the two annotators A1 and A2.
ESLO1 ESLO2
A1 A2 agr. A1 A2 agr.
yes no yes no yes no yes no
c’est-a`-dire (number) 96 193 66 223 249 74 124 65 137 162
je veux dire (number) 16 49 8 57 57 47 91 27 110 107
disons (number) 18 104 8 115 106 10 45 9 46 46
total utterances with MPRs (number) 130 346 82 395 412 131 260 101 293 315
total utterances with MPRs (%) 27 73 17 83 33 67 26 74
is quite high (62.88 in ESLO1 and 86.34 in ESLO2). We assume that these
utterances can contain paraphrases and show the genesis of speaker ideas [16,
15]. This can also explain the fact that the average size of these utterances is
higher than the global average observed in corpora. We can observe that the
maximal size of utterances is very high and can reach up to 1,050 in ESLO2 and
6,382 in ESLO1.
4.2 Manual annotation of paraphrases
We annotated 476 utterances in ESLO1 and 394 utterances in ESLO2 (54 and
30 interviews respectively) that contain the MPRs. These annotations are our
reference data. Table 2 indicates the annotation results provided by the two
annotators. The annotators state that between 17 and 27% of utterances are
paraphrastic in ESLO1, and between 26 et 33% in ESLO2. Annotator A1 ac-
cepts more contexts as paraphrastic. The inter-annotator agreement is substan-
tial (0.617) in ESLO1 and moderate (0.526) in ESLO2. This is a good agreement
given the inherent subjectivity induced by these data. As observed in the liter-
ature, these MPRs can occur in paraphrastic and non-paraphrastic contexts. In
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Table 3. Percentage of paraphrastic and non-paraphrastic constructions with MPRs.
ESLO1 ESLO2
A1 A2 A1 A2
yes no yes no yes no yes no
c’est-a`-dire (%) 33 67 22 78 37 63 32 68
je veux dire (%) 25 75 12 88 34 66 20 80
disons (%) 15 85 7 93 18 82 6 94
example (3), that do not contain paraphrases, the MPR is to be associated with
discursive markers and disfluencies.
(3) diffe´rence sensible entre vos diffe´rents clients dans leur fac¸on de choisir la
viande dans ce qu’ils ache`tent et caetera inde´pendamment <MPR>disons
</MPR> de leurs oui origines de classe [ESLO1 ENT 001 C]
Table 3 indicates the percentage of paraphrastic and non-paraphrastic con-
structions with MPRs. The two annotators consider that c’est-a`-dire is the most
grammaticalized in this function because it introduces the largest number of
paraphrases, while disons is the less grammaticalized. Concerning disons, we as-
sume that it is ambiguous: in addition to the paraphrase, it can also mean dire
(to say) and show discursive [17] or disfluency function (example (3)).
In over 70% of contexts, there is no syntactic equivalence between the enti-
ties in paraphrastic relations (examples (4) and (5)). This aspect depends on the
annotator choice: for instance, in (4), various segments can be selected (les gens
me semblent plus plus affables, plus affables or affables). Another interesting fact
is related to the morphological modifications: only ten such modifications are
observed in each corpus (e.g. {achat (purchase), ache`te (buy)}, {connais (know),
connu (known)}, {pourrait (could), pouviez (can)}, {client (client), cliente`le (clien-
tele)}, {manoeuvres (manoeuvres), manuel (manual)}). This means that very few
formal cues are available for the detection of paraphrases. Besides, we find only
one occurrence with syntactic modifications (active/passive). Concerning lexi-
cal modifications, we mainly observe replacements. As noticed in the literature
[19], we can find several paraphrastic reformulations in which entities have no
semantic relation except the one marked by the MPR, such as {confe´rences
(conferences), causeries (chat)} in (6).
(4) je pre´fe`re mieux le le nord de la France franchement le de´partement du
Nord et le de´partement du Pas-de-Calais ou` <P1>les gens me semblent
plus plus affables</P1> <MPR>disons</MPR> euh <PP2 rel-lex=”syn”
rel-pragm=”explic”>avec qui j’ai on a plus facilement des des rapports
agre´ables</PP2> [ESLO1 ENT 003 C]
(5) y a le euh le le plus grand goup- groupe et puis euh ce qu’on appelle
<NP1>toujours les meˆmes</NP1> <MPR>c’est-a`-dire</MPR> euh <P2
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Table 4. Precision of the automatic detection of paraphrastic reformulations.
ESLO1 ESLO2
A1 A2 A1 A2
lexical and discursive filters 40.5 40.5 37.7 37.8
lexical and discursive filters + frequency (>6000) 25.8 25.9 18.7 18.9
lexical and discursive filters + priority frequency (>6000) 63.0 63.0 66.4 66.3
rel-lex=”syn” rel-pragm=”equiv”>tous ceux qu’on connait</P2> quoi [ES-
LO2 ENT 1004 C]
(6) des confe´rences y en a assez souvent sur France culture enfin <MPR>di-
sons</MPR> des causeries [ESLO1 ENT 121 C]
Among the lexical relations, synonymy and hyperonymy are the most fre-
quent, followed by instances with named entities, equivalence and result. Ac-
cording to the pragmatic relations, we can distinguish three functions of MPRs:
– possibility to add new information with explanation, precision, exemplifica-
tion and definition. This function can be associated with the known functions
(correction, reformulation and argumentation [35]). In these situations, the
target entity is richer and clairer, like in examples (4) and (2);
– possibility to tell the same thing, but using other linguistic means with the
equivalence relation, such as in (5) and (6). We consider that, contrary to
what has been noticed in the literature [38], with these relations the source
and target entities are exchangeable and we can remove the MPR;
– with the relation result, we can observe inverse situation to the explanation:
the target entity can be shorter than the source entity (example (7)).
(7) voila` <P1>le coˆte´ tre`s betonne´ voila` c’est pas ils ont pas dveloppe´ les les
logements e´tudiants suffisamment ils ont pas de´veloppe´ l’off- l’offre cultu-
relle euh en meˆme temps</P1> donc enfin <MPR>je veux dire</MPR>
voila` <P2 rel-pragm=”res”>c’est mort</P2> [ESLO2 ENT 1012 C]
4.3 Automatic detection of paraphrastic reformulations
Precision of the automatic detection of paraphrastic reformulations is indicated
in Table 4. The results are coherent between the two annotators in the two cor-
pora processed, although it is more complicated to correctly process the ESLO2
corpus. The lexical and discursive filters reach 40% and 38% precision in ESLO1
and ESLO2 respectively. The additional use of the frequency filters decreases
the results to 26% and 19%. But, when the frequency filters have priority on
the lexical and discursive filters, we improve precision to up to 63% and 66%: in
this case, we consider that frequency is indicative of the paraphrases even if the
utterance contains oral disfluencies. Notice that precision is improved with with
the increasing of the threshold. The highest threshold tested is 6,000, while the
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improvement of precision is observed with the average frequency between 10 and
4,500. Above that threshold, we observe no evolution of the precision values.
The precision we obtain can be considered as acceptable. It is comparable
or even superior to the precision obtained in previous work [2]. By comparison
with paraphrase recognition results obtained on the MSR written corpus, that
is annotated mainly with lexical, syntactic and contextual paraphrases [9], our
results are similar to those provided by the baselines and some of the systems
reported [21]. We expect to reach better results in the next future.
5 Conclusion and Future work
We have proposed a method for the detection of paraphrastic reformulations in
monolingual spoken corpora in French (ESLO1 and ESLO2). One originality is
that we take into account the specificity of the spoken data through the build-
ing of utterances, the consideration of oral disfluencies, and the use of the NLP
tool adapted to spoken corpora [40]. Another originality is that we address the
detection of paraphrastic reformulations with syntagmatic approach, while usu-
ally paradigmatic approaches are used with this kind of data. We accept a large
acceptance of paraphrase [7, 9], that also covers clarification, explanation, or syn-
thesis of ideas uttered previously by a speaker. We perform manual annotation
and automatic detection of paraphrases. The manual multidimensional anno-
tation allows producing the reference data and observations on the paraphrase
relations in spoken corpora. These data allow evaluating the automatic method.
The inter-annotator agreement is 0.617 and 0.526 in ESLO1 and ESLO2 respec-
tively. The automatic recognition of paraphrases relies on a set of filters (lexical,
discursive and frequency) and reaches up to 66.4%. The comparison with the
existing work confirms some previous observations [19]: (1) reformulations are
not always paraphrastic, and can perform other functions; (2) MPRs can create
paraphrastic relations between entities that do not show semantic equivalence
otherwise. On contrary, we seldom observe syntactic equivalence between source
and target entities, we assume that it is possible to exchange places of entities
with the equivalence relation, and that it is possible to remove the MPR.
We have several directions for future work. We plan to involve additional
annotators and organize conciliation meetings to obtain more consensual ref-
erence data. Other MPRs can be studied and compared among them. For the
automatic detection of paraphrastic reformulations, we can improve the cur-
rent performance thanks to a better recognition of repetitions and to machine
learning. The automatic detection of boundaries of source and target entities in
another perspective. We plan also to compare the paraphrastic reformulations
in spoken and written corpora: we assume the process is similar, as it allows
making ideas clearer, and dissimilar from the cognitive point of view [16, 15]. As
indicated, the two corpora exploited have been built with similar principles but
with 40 year difference. This offers the possibility to perform diachronic study
of MPRs. Besides, a similar study can be done on corpora from other languages.
We can also combine this study with the social data on speakers.
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